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It was a rainny day. Mom didn’t want Lydia and
I playing outside. We were kind of upset because
we really wanted to play in the puddles. We were
thinking of stuff that we could do because Lydia and
I were stuck inside bored. Mom segested that she
could call Mrs. Heidi, her bestfriend, and invite her,
Sarah, and Timmy over. Lydia and I agreed that
that would be a ton of fun.

Isn

't th

They weren’t even over
for half an hour when Mom
called to all of us, “Kiddos, go get
some blankets and toys from your room.
Sarah and Timmy, can you help them please?

staircase, just like
we were told to do.
Mom had a bunch
of juice pouches
and drinks in bags.
Mrs. Heidi was
carrying four bags
all filed up with
snacks and food. Boy, were we going to be happy
campers or what! ‘Here comes the hyperness!’
I thought to myself

at S

Mrs. Heidi and I are going to grab some snacks and
some juice pouches. After you grab stuff from your
rooms, meet us back here, by the basement stairs,”
Mom said frantically.
I was very curious to know what was going on.
While I was wondering, Timmy, Sarah, Lydia, and
I were grabbing all of our blankets and pillows. We
were just about to walk out of our room when Lydia
reminded me that we needed to grab toys too. We
couln’t carry everything! It was a lot of stuff! So, we
did what any kid would do, stuff all of our toys into
all of our pillow cases.

po

We went down into the
basement. We put all of
the drinks in the
fridge then
placed the
snacks
into the cabnints.
We have a
fully finished basement,
with soft, fuzzy
carpet, long and comfy couches and super duper
comfy chairs. We had a bathroom, complete with a
bathtub, a shower, a sink, and a toilet. The bathtub
had holes that shot out the water in the tub. Lydia
and I loved it. We would play in it every chance we
got. There were three bedrooms. They were huge!
In them was a big, comfy bed, a bathroom (that
didn’t have a tub), a dresser to put things in, and a
closet. We could all live in the basement forever and
be perfectly content.

ts?

“Now we
are all ready
to go,” Lydia
There were a few big windows that we were
and Sarah
not allowed to open unless there was an emergency.
said at the
The smaller windows, we could open whenever
same time.
we wanted. I went over by the window and looked
We outside. I couldn’t really see too well with my breath
met
Mrs. fogging up the window, so I opened it. First thing
Heidi and I saw was really really dark clouds. They were a
Mom by the purplish color. The sky was definitely not it’s normal
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color. I started to see
yellow flashes in the sky and
I heard low rumblings. I shouted to
everyone, “Come over here guys! The sky is
grey! The clouds are purple! It’s really cool!
I see flashes of yellow! Guys. This. Is. Soo.
Awesome! You gotta come and see!”

can jump down. Remember, Spots is a
very special cow.” Mom assured us.
Then, again, out of nowhere, we all see
something falling out of the air. It was a plane.
On fire. We all looked away to watch T.V.
Then out of no where we hear a big BOOM POP
PLUSH. Sarah ran over to the window, the rest of
us stayed on the couch relaxing in front of the T.V.

Everyone came over. Mom and Mrs. Heidi
looked like something was slightly wrong. All
“Oh. My. Goodness.” Sarah said in a serious
of a sudden, a big grey funnel formed. Timmy asked
tone.
my Mom what the thing was.

Timmy and I looked at each other, then to Sarah,
Mom said, “That is called a tornado. Sometimes
and then back at each other. At the same time,
they are dangerous, but this one is small. We’ll be
Timmy and I ask, “What?”
fine. You guys can keep the windows open, but
only the small ones.”
“Plane. On fire.” Sarah said worriedly.
Out of nowhere, Sarah asked, “Evan, Lydia, isn’t
We all rushed over the window to look. Well,
that Spots?”
Sarah wasn’t lying about the plane on fire part.
People run out of the plane. Alive. Mom found a
Spots is our pet cow. Lydia and I rushed over to
megaphone that we randomly had.
the window. It was Spots. He was being grabbed by
the tornado. He started spinning. A lot.
She opens one if the big windows and yells
through the microphone, “Hey! You guys can
“Oh no. Mommy, what are we going to do?
climb through our big windows and hang out in the
Spots is spinning, you know he gets really dizzy and
beasement with us!”
sick when he spins!” Lydia started to cry.
“All right. Cool. Thanks very much!” One of the
“It will be okay sweetie, Spots will be okay. He’ll
people from the plane said.
probably just land in a tree or something. Then he
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“Yah, you’re right. It
He yelled at the
others and told them what Mom said. While that was wasn’t so bad after all. We all had a fun time and
met new people,” Mom told Mrs. Heidi.
happening, Mom had us open all the big windows.
People started jumping and sliding in our widows.
“Yes, it was a good day,” Mrs. Heidi
‘So many peope,’ I thought. ‘Party Time!’
agreed, “Those People were really
kind, “ she added.
Once everything calmed down outside,

.
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the plane people called their families
and told them the story of what
happened. Then they called
for taxies to get them
to an airport. As
they
were leaving,
t h e y
thanked
us for our great
hospitality.
We
thanked them for the
great company.
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Mom asked if Mrs. Heidi if she and the kids
wanted to spend the night until it stopped storming.
Mrs. Heidi called her husband and told him what
was going on. Mr. John said he would definitely feel
safer if she and the kids spent the night. So they did.
Timmy, Sarah, Lydia, and I played with our toys
in the basement all night long. We stayed up really
late and watched t.v. It was such a fun and exciting
night.

“Well, that storm wasn’t so bad,
guys,” Mrs. Heidi announced.
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Love
Inexperienced, Hopeful
Changing, Subduing, Feeling
Joyous, Tranquil, Affectionate, Enjoyable
Growing, Lasting, Overjoying
Superb, Worthwhile
Lovers
Sweet, Dreamlike
Deceiving, Aggravating, Drain ing
Volatile, Chaotic, Lost, Disappointment
Disappearing, Fading, Dying
Failed, Over
Separation
Questionable, Argumentative
Destroying, Devouring, Annihilating
Betrayal, Escape, Restart, Renewed
Loving, Kissing, Changing
Passion, Joy
Returns
Changes, Irritational
Slapping, Fighting, Warring
Repetition, Envy, Stressful, Imminent
Impending, Approaching, Creeping
Dangerous, Sluggish
Endings
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PABLO’S PERSISTENT
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It started on a Sunday when Pablo Penguino
learned that natural diasters can happen anywhere.
Pablo was the new Penguin on the iceberg. Just
like any newcomer,he was very shy and unaware of
his new enviornment.
Pablo and his other penguin friends, Petey and
Pepe, went out exploring. Pepe and Petey decided
to show Pablo Chaotic Island, which is in between
Argentina and Antarctica. This island was known
for its Choatic Weather patterns and unusal mishaps.
oil from some of the debris. They headed home in
Just before noon, the 3 penguins set out for sorrow.
Choatic Island. Along the way, Pepe announced, “
Pepe said with relief, “Thank God.”
Pablo, I heard that the water is calm,Plus the view
“That was totally chaotic,” said Petey.
of Argentina is nice.”
“You can say that again,” Pablo chuckled.
Petey replied, “Man Pablo, I know this place like
the back of my hand.”
Pablo exlaimed, “You have no hands!”
The penguins swam in the ocean and waddeled
over the treaturous terrian.The three penguins
stopped at the Krill Grill for some food. After 7
hours of swimming and waddling they arrived to
the island. T he atmosphere of the island was choatic. The penguins reached the spot they were looking for.
Pablo screamed, “Last one in the water is a rotten egg!”
Little did Pablo know he was in the middle of
chaos . As the clouds darkened and the winds were
starting to howl, the penguins were chasing each
other underwater.
Pablo said, “This isn’t too bad.”
Pablo made a dash into the merky water, dove
head first, and started to swim. He was having a
hard time trying to swim, though as the currents
were gaining power.
Pablo yelled, “ I can’t move anymore!”
Just then, a 30 foot wave came up and took huge
chunk of ice from the island. They were in a category 5 hurrican called Hurricane Pablo that was
creating a massive torrent of ice, water, and debris.
Pablo just barely missed the huge tidal wave.
After several minutes of chaos, it got worse. The
Penguins had a feeling this storm was too much for
them. They decided to head back home. Petey and
Pepe were drenched and Pablo was covered with
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I do not believe in falling in love.
It is a plausible concept,
Yet the phrase is irrelevant,
For true love is not falling at all.
It’s flying.
It’s almost as if your heart grows wings,
And you flutter out of your seat.
Through the ceiling, into the sky.
Higher and faster. Too fast. Losing control.
Can’t stop.
You soar so high. Can’t look back or you die.
You leave this planet behind, so far away.
You look back and laugh at them.
Look at what they’re all missing.
Poor things.
You fly into the sun, and it consumes you whole.
Flames engulf you. You’re burning. Dying.
As tears flow down your face, you smile.
You face death and whisper, “Go on.”
I’m ready.
Just as you turn to ash, it lets you go.
You need it though. Can’t let go.
You’ll die without it. Hold on.
It disappears. You slip. Fall. Fall hard.
Save me.
Nothing holds you here anymore.
No reason to live. You descend.
You need it but can’t have it.
You don’t want to need ever again.
Too late.
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Short Story by Iva
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Tommy had lots
of musical talent,
but was very down
on himself. Tommy
didn’t have any instruments.
So, he would go play
on pop cans in alleys
with his friends to
make music.
He was sad he
didn’t have any instruments
The cans weren’t
the best, but he still
sounded as good as his

ow every time he went to play music with his friends
in the alley. Tommy became afraid to the point he
didn’t even want to go to the alley anymore. So, he
stayed home; he wouldn’t even leave the house.
Tommy’s friends came over and asked if he
would go to the alley to make music.
Tommy said, “No! I will not go to the alley,
ever.”
“But you’re the best drummer in town! They
said.
Just as Tommy was thinking that he should go,
he saw the shadowy man again.
“GET OUT OF HERE!!” Tommy yelled, and his
friends, thinking he was talking to them, went away
sadly.
That night, Tommy went to bed still upset that

friends who had instruments.
One day Tommy was a sleep in his little bed. He
was dreaming that he was at a large concert with
lots of music instrument that he could play on. He
played every instrument that he wanted too. The
instruments became his friends.
Tommy would have this dream every night; the
dream was always the same. Sometimes, little
Tommy would cry because he wanted it to be true.
One day when Tommy was walking with his
friends; he saw a tall shadow of a man.
“Who was that?” Tommy Said
His Friends said, “I don’t know.”
For about a week Tommy would see this Shad-

he could not play on real instruments. He dreamed
of being at a concert, and having lots of instruments
everywhere.
Tommy got up that morning and tried going to
the alley again by himself. At first he didn’t want to
go to the alley, but he just needed to see the shadow
one more time. He thought just staying in the alley
for a while would make it appear, but it never did.
Tommy was so upset that this shadow didn’t appear
and he started to think that he was crazy, looking for
something that was never going to come.
Tommy started to forget that shadow, until one
day when he was playing in the alley he saw it again.
This time, Tommy followed the shadow to where it

“GET OUT OF HERE!!”
Tommy yelled, and his friends,
thinking he was talking to
them, went away. sadly.
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stayed. He followed it until he was standing at the foot of this really tall guy.
The man was very tall he looked like he could be in a band.
Tommy looked at the man, said “Hi,” and then ran away.
Tommy was really worried about what the guy would do if he saw him again. So, that night he dreamed
of the shadow, and then it hit him. Tommy remembered in his dream that he saw a man with really long hair
who was really tall. Tommy wondered if that was the same guy he had seen by the alley, and followed. The
next morning, Tommy decided to find the man again.
Tommy went to his friend and asked, “Have you seen this guy?”
“I don’t know whom you are talking about,” his friend answered in a confused way.
Tommy went everywhere trying to locate this shadow or anything to find out where the man was. Then
one day he saw the shadow, and he ran after it
The shadow turned around, and wasn’t a
shadow anymore. It was a guy; his name
was Alan.
Tommy was so happy to know he
wasn’t going crazy and that this was real.
Tommy walked with Alan who had a very
large bike that had wings on it. Tommy
was thinking this was going to be a very
long day. Even though Tommy was still
thinking about hanging out with friends
playing music, this guy seemed better
than his friends.
Alan asked Tommy. “Hey want to go
for a ride to my music store.”
Tommy asked, “Wait. Are you the
man who is always in the alley.”
“Yes,” Alex said. “I take the trash
every afternoon and I always hear these
kids in the alley playing music.”
Tommy said, “Oh that’s just me. I
have no instrument, so I just play on
cans.”
“That’s you playing those cans like
that?”
“Yes!” Tommy said proudly.
“Do you want to play at my music
store?”
“Sure!!”
Tommy later gets a job playing the
drums in Alex’s band, and he loves every
minute of it.
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When I started high school I was
in a pretty difficult situation I couldn’t
take it being at home having all these
problems with my family. High school
for me was hard; I tried going to
regular high school with the “normal”
kids, but that didn’t work. The
problems I was going through at home
made it hard to be in high school.
When I was seventeen years old
I came to the Orthogenic School, a
residential treatment facility, and tried
to get stable with my life, learn how
things work, and learn to better handle
things. High school for me has been a
pain, but it has taught me that I can get
through life. I think it changed me as a
person.
Eventually, I started college and
have became very stable in my life. I
have made lots of friends, and while
being away from my parents sometimes
makes me feel sad because I miss them
alot, I know that it’s for the best for
my well being as a person. I couldn’t
take care of my family and myself.
Being at the O’School has helped me
to be able to take care of me and not
depened on my family so much. Family
is something that you need, but I need
myself more than my family..
In the End, high school was crazy.
High school is what you make it, and it
can help open many doors for you. My
motto is just stay in school because it
can help you in many ways to become
that person you want to be.
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It’s started freshman year of high school.
Everything started out
fine. I was making new
friends, doing pretty well
in classes, participating
in activities, and having a
good time. While I made
a new friend, not a lot of
people thought highly of
her. Everyone thought that
she got around. People thought
she was a low-life, always getting high and never doing
her school work. Since she was my friend, everyone,
except my true friends, automatically thought the same
things about me. I became a target.
Being called names is hard. It can make you dislike yourself and want to hurt yourself. Things were
not fine anymore and I needed help. For most people,
going into a residential treatment placement would be
like going to prison, but what people don’t realize is
that there is beauty behind it.
My friend and I called each other “BooBear” for
fun because we were so close and people would laugh
and make fun of us. People started talking about me
behind my back, then they started whispering and saying things to me in passing. “Slut,” “fat,” and “ugly”
became the air that I breathed.
Home should be a refuge, but arguments between
my parents and me were common, and conversations
between my brother and me were basically non-existent. At home, I would stay in my room alone and
watch many movies instead of do homework. When I
was at dinner, I would barely talk. When I was asked a
question, I would only shake my head yes or no almost
every time.
Eventually I revealed to my mom what had
been going on and how far I had fallen. She didn’t
take me very seriously but she made me an appointment with my old phychologist who put me on an antidepressant. The medication didn’t help. In fact, my
situation deteriorated. Alienated from both school and
home, I was left with few options of where to go.
I was placed in residential treatment. I had failed at
life. Hello hell. Instead of racks and pillary, there was
homework and therapeutic conversations. I had to talk
about my feelings and my thoughts. I had to tell people
what had started my self-harm and thoughts about suicide. It was hard, but it has made me stronger.

At first, I thought, ‘Oh, I can easily fake my way
through this program and be back home in no time.’
Boy, I couldn’t have been more wrong. The staff saw
right through my act. Some of the students did too. I
would act happy and put a big smile on my face.
I met some really awesome people with similar issues
to me. They self-harmed like me and they have gone
through a hard time. Not all of us have had the same
experiences. Some people had more anger.
I still am meeting awesome people in treatment. People that I never would have talked to or become friends
with if it wasn’t for treatment. Slowly but surely, I gave
up the fake act and started being me. Because of getting treatment, I learned that getting help, accepting
the help, and putting effort into your treatment makes
you a stronger, more beautiful person.
I was wrong about residential treatment. I am not
a failure because I need to change my actions and coping skills. There is beauty in getting the help that you
need. It may seem ugly and stupid and hard at first,
but once you accept it and put effort in, getting help
is beautiful. You’re saving yourself from falling even
deeper into hurt and depression by getting help. You
can save yourself. I wasn’t wrong, though, about the
going through hell. I did go through hell and sometimes, I am still there, but it is getting easier. That is
beautiful.
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It’s started freshman year of high school.
I was placed in residential treatment. I had
Everything started out fine. I was making new
failed at life. Hello hell. Instead of racks and pillary,
friends, doing pretty well in classes, participating
there was homework and therapeutic conversations.
in activities, and having a good time. While I made
I had to talk about my feelings and my thoughts.
a new friend, not a lot of people thought highly of
I had to tell people what had started my self-harm
her. Everyone thought that she got around. People
and thoughts about suicide. It was hard, but it has
thought she was a low-life, always getting high and
made me stronger.
never doing her school work. Since she was my
At first, I thought, ‘Oh, I can easily fake my way
friend, everyone, except my true friends, automatithrough this program and be back home in no time.’
cally thought the same things about me. I became a
Boy, I couldn’t have been more wrong. The staff
target.
saw right through my act. Some of the students did
Being called names is hard. It can make you
too. I would act happy and put a big smile on my
dislike yourself and want to hurt yourself. Things
face.
were not fine anymore and I needed help. For most I met some really awesome people with similar ispeople, going into a residential treatment placement sues to me. They self-harmed like me and they have
would be like going to prison, but what people don’t gone through a hard time. Not all of us have had the
realize is that there is beauty behind it.
same experiences. Some people had more anger.
My friend and I called each other “BooBear”
I still am meeting awesome people in treatment.
for fun because we were so close and people would
People that I never would have talked to or become
laugh and make fun of us. People started talking
friends with if it wasn’t for treatment. Slowly but
about me behind my back, then they started whissurely, I gave up the fake act and started being me.
pering and saying things to me in passing. “Slut,”
Because of getting treatment, I learned that get“fat,” and “ugly” became the air that I breathed.
ting help, accepting the help, and putting effort into
Home should be a refuge, but arguments beyour treatment makes you a stronger, more beautitween my parents
ful person.
and me were comI was
She
calls
out
in
anguish
to
mon, and converwrong about
sations between
residential
the world, as tears and rain
my brother and
treatment.
merge on her cheeks, blurme were basically
I am not a
non-existent. At
failure bering her makeup, and makhome, I would stay
cause I need
ing
her
face
a
mess
of
colin my room alone
to change
and watch many
my actions
ors.
movies instead of
and coping
do homework. When I was
skills. There
at dinner, I would barely talk. When I was asked
is beauty in getting the help that you need. It may
a question, I would only shake my head yes or no
seem ugly and stupid and hard at first, but once you
almost every time.
accept it and put effort in, getting help is beautiful.
Eventually I revealed to my mom what had
You’re saving yourself from falling even deeper into
been going on and how far I had fallen. She didn’t
hurt and depression by getting help. You can save
take me very seriously but she made me an apyourself. I wasn’t wrong, though, about the going
pointment with my old phychologist who put me
through hell. I did go through hell and sometimes, I
on an antidepressant. The medication didn’t help.
am still there, but it is getting easier. That is beautiIn fact, my situation deteriorated. Alienated from
ful.
both school and home, I was left with few options of
where to go.
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    When I was younger, my family and I used to go on
road trips every summer to visit my grandparents in North
Carolina. It was always a very exciting time for my family,
especially for my younger sisters, Becca and Gwen and me.
We used to count down the days on the calendar until it was
time for the trip. My mom would prepare by cleaning the
house and helping us pack, and my dad would make sure he
could get time off from work. We would all help by cleaning
our rooms. This was always my favorite part of the year. One
of the most memorable trips was the very last time that we
visited the Outer Banks, several years ago. It was the time I
had to grow up.
      
      We got the RV when I was about ten years old. We went
on our first trip that year. It was a lot cheaper than flying, so
we started going every year. My favorite trip was the summer
of 2008. I was twelve and Baca was eight. It was right after
her birthday and just before mine. Gwen was still small, and
my brother, John-David, was only a baby. We packed all of
our stuff into the RV and left. We had made sure in advance
to bring lots of things to do because it was a three day drive
each way. However, after several hours, all four of us were
bored out of our minds. I came up with the idea to have a
buzzword. Every time somebody said it, we all screamed.
Once we had our fill of screaming, we all burst into laughter. This went on for a while. Over the next three days there
were many an “Are we there yet?” as well as multiple playings of The Brave Little Toaster and Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets. After many hours of boredom for us and
exhaustion for my parents, we arrived.

We stayed with Beanie and Granddad, my grandparents
on my dad’s side. After the long car ride, everyone was glad
that we were here. They had a very large backyard, and Baca
and I went to explore. My dad caught up with Granddad
while Mom took Gwen and John-David for a walk. Beanie
cooked dinner in the kitchen, and it smelled delicious. After a
long day, everyone came inside and ate dinner together. After
that we divided amongst ourselves and kept busy for the rest
of the day. At bedtime we all slept in the RV. It was nice.

      For the next few days, my Aunt Sherry and Uncle David
came from Virginia to visit. They stayed in the guest room
and we all enjoyed their company. We went fishing and went
to the dunes. The weather was great, but the mosquitoes
were awful. My arms and legs were completely covered in
mosquito bites. Baca and Gwen had it just as bad, if not
worse. Everyone tanned except for me, but I didn’t mind.
This was a really nice vacation.

There were two beaches on the Outer Banks that we visited. One was about a fifteen minute drive away, and it was
off of the coast of the Atlantic Ocean. We called it the “big
beach.” The one we called the “little beach” was the beach
off of the sound between the island and the mainland. It was
within walking distance from the house, so we would go
there a lot more often then we would go to the big beach.

      One time, I wanted to go with Becca. I was sure that
my parents would say no, and was prepared for the worst.
“Dad?” I asked. “Can Becca and I go to the little beach?”
He hesitated. “Let me talk to Mom first.” After the longest
twenty minutes ever, they came back. “Fine. You have to
keep an eye on Becca, though. You can’t go in the water, and
make sure to be back by dinner.” Excited, we started off right
away.
      It was a three minute walk, so it didn’t take that long to
get there. Once we arrived, we sat down in the sand. It was
a private beach, so nobody else was there. I loved coming to
the little beach. The sand beneath my feet. The sound of the
waves. The sun setting over the ocean. It was like something
out of a dream. I would always speak my mind, because I
knew that nobody around would care. It was my favorite
place to be, and now I’m here with my sister. I looked over
at Becca and smiled. “What?” She looked at me strangely.
“Nothing,” I replied. There was an airport nearby, so occasionally we would see a plane take off right over our heads.
There was nowhere I would rather be. Little did I know that
this was the last time we would ever be there.
  
      The recession hit hard, so we weren’t able to go back for
a while. A lot of things changed in those years. I was growing
up and so were my siblings. Becca and I didn’t get along as
well as we used to. John-David was getting so big. The last
time we went to visit the Outer Banks was the summer of
2011 when I had just turned 15. It was the summer before I
started treatment. Our family went to visit, and it was not as
exciting as it was during my childhood. I wanted to be alone,
so I walked to the little beach by myself. Looking back, I still
wonder if a small part of me was trying to grasp the happiness of the past. I arrived to find that the little beach no
longer existed. All of the sand had eroded into the sound. I
wasn’t sure what came over me but I sat on the ground and
started crying. They were tears of sadness as well as nostalgia. I am now familiar with this kind of pain, but the truth
behind it is still there. The lesson that I still need to learn.
Appreciate the beauty of the present, because one day, it
won’t be there anymore.
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Sparky was a tough, squirmy and sometimes temperamental Siberian husky. Sparky
had rough time as a puppy. He was the runt
of the litter, and abandoned because his
mother didn’t like him. Every time he went
near his mother, she growled at him. So he
left his family and went out on the streets.
One day, he came to the door of Mr. Lupe
and he was taken care of ever since. Sparky
was now about 2 years old, and he was about
to discover a truth that would have a dramatic effect on his view of himself.
It was Sparky’s birthday and Mr. Lupe
had a huge surprise for him. Sparky was
about to meet his brothers and sisters that

“Ssssparrkyyyy!”Mr. Lupe yelled,
trying to hold back tears.

Sparky’s name.
“Sparky?!?!” yelled Mr. Lupe.
No movement and No answer.
“Sparky? Here boy!” Mr. Lupe
said in a curious tone of voice. Mr.
Lupe ran out into the back yard.
“Ssssp....arrrrkkyyyy !” Mr. Lupe
yelled, trying to hold back tears.
Mr. Lupe went back into the house
wiping the tears from his face. Just
then, He stepped into something liquidy. It was Sparky’s pee. It led to
Sparky’s room. He had torn apart
his room and there he lay in his cage,
shaking to death. Sparky looked
like he was in Antarctica, and was

shivering cold.
“Did you enjoy seeing your brothers and sisters? Sparky whimpered and gave Mr. Lupe the
sad face.
Mr. Lupe said, “What’s wrong, little guy?”
Sparky went over to the wall and pawed at
he hadn’t seen for two whole years. Mr. Lupe had the picture. It was a beautiful piece of photograSparky wear a little bowtie,
phy. Actually, it looked like it was
and Sparky gave Mr. Lupe
photoshopped. That wasn’t the
a death stare. Sparky had a
point, though. The point was the
double amount of food in his
puppies. There were six of them.
bowl.
Sparky, the smallest, was also the
Just then the doorbell
multicolored puppy. The picture
rang. It was the owner of
was one taken of Sparky’s litter.
Sparky’s brothers and sis“Now I see why you ran away
ters. When they came in,
from your brothers and sisters.
Sparky noticed that all of his
You believe that you don’t look
siblings looked like Siberian
like them so you think they are
Huskies, while he looked
somebody else. You were scared
like a wolf. All of the dogs
because they knew you, but you
started to bark. They sniffed
didn’t know them. It’s, ok, Sparky.
and kissed Mr. Lupe, but when the dogs came to You don’t have to look like them for them to be your
Sparky and tried to sniff his butt, Sparky growled family,” explained Mr. Lupe. “You don’t look at all
and trotted away.
like me, but we are family.”
“Bad Sparky, They’re your brothers and
Sparky learned a very important lesson that day.
sisters!”Scorned Mr. Lupe. “How could you?”
Being different is totally beautiful. Just because
Mr. Lupe went back to chilling with the dogs. Sparky didn’t look like his siblings doesn’t mean
.Nobody noticed that Sparky had left the room. he isn’t part of the family. When he got to visit his
Three hours passed, the other dogs had left, and brothers and sisters again, he was able to hang out
Mr. Lupe realized that Sparky hadn’t touched his with them without any problems.
heaping mountain of food. Mr. Lupe started to yell
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I never really realized how much ugly behavpeople compare it to other struggles for rights for
ior surrounds our society. That is, until Gangnam
people who were also oppressed, it causes offense
Style became very popular. I know, Gangnam
for no apparent reason. The LGBTQ community
Style is no longer cool, but when it became cool, it
may not have been enslaved or treated as property,
showed me something. Not the song itself, howev- but they have suffered hate crimes much like the
er, but its extreme popularity. Despite the fact most African-American community. Harvey Milk is an
people couldn’t pronounce Gangnam, and others
example of this. He was an openly gay city-county
didn’t understand that the song referred to the
commissioner in San Francisco who was shot by a
Gangnam neighborhood in Seoul, South Korea, al- man who previously held his position, Dan White.
most everyone loved, or at the very least tolerated
Dan White and his lawyers pulled out the now
it. Not so with the Japanese VOCALOID music
infamous “Twinkie Defense” claiming the murI introduced earlier that year. Practically everyone derer was acting on a sugar high, when he killed
I even told about it immediately despised it with a
both Harvey Milk and the mayor of San Francisco
passion. It was not that alone
at the time, George
that made this ugliness clear
Moscone. He was
However,
despite
the
continuto me though, it was the
acquitted of murder,
ing struggles of society, we
combination of the rise of
and sentenced to less
Gangnam Style and the muthan 8 years of prison
have made progress.
sic I attempted to introduce
for manslaughter.
to a few people that really
However, despite the
made me see the truth. Fear
continuing struggles
of change and difference is
of society, we have
a consistent thorn in the side of humankind.
made progress.
This ugly behavior occurs even with the same
All things considered, while our society needs
thing being introduced. This may seem like a
serious fixing, we can still try to banish our unsilly example, but it is rooted in something far
willingness to have new experiences. If we slowly
more embedded into our society.
remove the thorns in humankind, where the
This is but one example of the ugliness
thorns are the people who still remain unwilling,
in our society. Unfortunately, many people
we can have a much greater society. As always, we
oppose any form of change out of fear of
will want to hold on to our old ways, but
something new, paranoia, or insecurities
if we continue to do so, we will be
about what may come from the change. For
washed away with these
example, the debate of women’s suffrage,
old ways. So please,
which took off after the civil rights movement, was become the bringers of
debated constantly, with men, and some women
change, and lead humansaying that women could not possibly vote, as this
ity out of it’s days of foolwas a massive change in American society, albeit a ishness and
hatred.
change that did not affect people negatively. Unless, of course, you were an elected official who
had campaigned against the issue. Sadly, many
men and women still opposed this change that has
so greatly enhanced our society. As we all know,
women’s suffrage succeeded despite the odds. But
not every movement is as lucky.
The movement for LGBTQ rights has been
around as long as the LGBTQ community itself,
yet is constantly referred to as a new issue. When
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“I hate everything!” I screamed. “I hate my life!” I fled into my room and collapsed on my bed. I
sobbed into my pillow. Who am I? I am lost and alone. I am an outcast. I am an unstable daughter and
an unreliable sister. I am a disappointment to everyone. “She had such potential,” they would always say.
“Why would she waste it?” Potential for what, exactly? My name is Samantha Chase and this is who I
am. I let myself disappear into my music.
If you need to leave the world you live in,
Lay your head down and stay a while....
I guess things have always been this way. Ever since I was a little girl, I have always been fascinated
with music. It’s always been sort of an escape for me. My first CD was Tell All Your Friends by Taking
Back Sunday. It belonged to my older sister, Emily. “I think you’ll like this,” she told me. “It’s one of my
favorites.” I loved it instantly and they remain one of my favorite bands to this day. Several months later,
she gave me 30 Seconds To Mars by 30 Seconds To Mars and I Brought You My Bullets, You Brought Me Your
Love by My Chemical Romance. After that, I knew I was hooked. I was ten years old when I started saving up for my first MP3 player. It took three years, but I finally got it. It was small and plain, but it was
mine. I looked down at the MP3 player in my hand and smiled.
I can’t shake this little feeling,
I’ll never say anything right.
I think that I might be a little bit broken. It seems that nothing I do is ever right. Even as a little kid, I
always said the wrong things. When I was in third grade, I met a girl named Skylar. I was sitting alone at
lunch one day, and she came over to sit next to me. I was shocked. There were plenty of other seats available. Why would she choose to sit by me? “Hello,” she said. “I’m Sky. What’s your name?” I looked up in
confusion. About ten seconds passed before I realized that she asked me a question. “Um,” I scrambled
for words. “Sam. Nice to meet you.” I tried to start a conversation. “What class are you in?” She started
laughing. What was so funny? “I’m in Miss Parker’s class, remember?” Oh. My class. Of course. “Oh,
yeah. Sorry,” I stuttered. She gave me this strange look, but it disappeared instantly. “It’s cool,” she replied. I smiled, but I couldn’t help but wonder what she was looking at.
It seems like every day’s the same
And I’m left to discover on my own...
Sky and I have been best friends for years. In eighth grade, I realized that I had feelings for her. She
was beautiful and funny, and she had an amazing personality. I hadn’t come out to my parents yet, so
things were kind of confusing for a while. It was next to impossible to figure things out because I had
absolutely no idea who to turn to. I kept it a secret for a very long time. I was never that pretty growing
up, so naturally, not many guys wanted to go out with me. Little did they know, I had just about as little
interest in them as they did in me. All I cared about was Sky. Luckily, she stayed by my side through
everything. I haven’t told her how I feel, of course. I couldn’t risk losing her completely. For my birthday,
we went to a Rise Against concert. Emily got us in. Everything was perfect. One day, word got out that I
was a lesbian. Sky called me. “Sam,” she asked. “Is it true?” I hesitated. “Yes,” I replied. “I’m in love with
you, Sky.”
You see right through me,
‘Cause you’re running away.
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High school was a nightmare. No, even worse. At least I would be able to wake up from a nightmare. This is hell on earth. Sky turned on me the day I told her the truth about me. It felt like my heart
was ripped out. I’ve not only lost the love of my life, but my best friend is nowhere to be found. Sky told
everybody, so now the entire school knows. I can’t even set foot in the building without awful names
thrown my way. People call me “fag” and “dyke” so much I hardly remember that my name is Sam. Word
even got around to my family. My father no longer speaks to me. My mother can’t stop crying. The reaction that got to me the most was the one of my sister Emily. The look in her eyes made me want to disappear. They didn’t hold anger or disappointment, only sadness. “Why didn’t you tell me?” she asked. Then
she started to cry. Not because I’m gay, but because I didn’t trust her enough to tell her. I think that I
hate myself as much as everyone else seems to.
Leave me at the bottom,
I am lost forever.
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Through rigirous self-reflection and alot of
treatment I soon found out why I was a bully.
Some people bully other people because they have
social issues or family issues or just want to have
power . Well in my case the reason is simple social
acceptance and school issues. I believe bullying is
pointless and makes someone else worse. I learned
that bullying is brutal. It also pushes people away
from you.

“During 7th grade I was
kind of spontenous and that
was probably the roughest
time for me. I really liked a
girl in my class. I was trying to be a hotshot by saying
"Hi" and smiling at her.”

they end up not wanting to go back to school. In
my case the person I hurt has been afraid of me.
It was supposed to be a joke but it wasn't to that
person. So know I'm a stickler for people who are
being teased or made fun of. I don't like seeing
people getting picked on. It reminds me of the
time when I bullied someone.
Bullying is an unecesscary event that unfortnately happeneds. You can try to decrease the
occurance by simpling thinking about what it s
going to feel like if they were going to do it to you.
Making somebody feel sad just to make you feel
happy is completely unethical in my book.

I was the small kid trying to take on someone
bigger.Just like every teenager I felt inviniciable. I
was very combative at young age. I pushed a lot of
buttons and ignored peoples boundries. My experience of bullying was ugly.
During 7th grade I was kind of spontenous
and that was probably the roughest time for me. I
really liked a girl in my class. I was trying to be a
hotshot by saying "Hi" and smiling at her. Little did
I know she didn't like me in the same way. So I
decided to write her note but thats where I messed
up. On that note it contianed some words that
could be taken as a threat. Being Mr. Invincible I
said " I didn't do anything wrong." My summer of
2006 was nasty.I was just released from the pyschratric hospital.In early 8th grade I was bullied
about my face. I had some some medical problems
that were very noticable. I was constantly asked
"what is thing on your face?" or " Is that tumor." It
was truly humilating, and embarrassing.
I larned that treating people like a dog toy is
not really helpful. Some kids go to school expecting they are going to learn something. They instead
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Poem by Amanda
Memories.
Tried to forget the bad ones.
But never can.
Tattooed to the back of your head.
Looking back,
Can be upsetting, sad.
Memories of getting bullied.
You want to forget them,
But never can.
The ugly memories,
The bad memories,
The ones you want to forget,
Are the ones you need to remember.
Getting called names is hard to hear.
“Fat”
“Stupid”
“Ugly”
Be the bigger person,
Walk away.
Learning from a memory of being bullied,
Will make you think differently
If there is a next time,
Just walk away,
Be the bigger person.
Show those bullies they don’t hurt you.
Show them you’re not bothered by the names.
Even if they hurt you,
Don’t let the bullies see it.
Keep your head held high
With a smile on your face.
Ugly memories,
Can turn into better memories,
Like an ugly duckling
Turned into a gorgeous swan.
It’s all about how you react.
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crying. Lying around
everywhere not wanting to do anything.
Lies: Someone not
looking at you when
they talk to you. Trying avoid the truth to
find a way to not tell
you the real reason.
Getting really nervous when trying to
talk to you.
Can make people not
trust you. Can have
people not want to be
you friend.
Hate: You become
very passive aggressive with the person
you hate or when that
person is around you
just don’t give them
time or day you just
don’t care that they’re
around.
Dislike, and despise of
someone always looking down on them.
Depression: Sad and
mopey thinking life
is over crying. Lying
around everywhere
not wanting to do
anything
Lies: Someone not
looking at you when
they talk to you. Trying avoiding the truth
Hate: You become very passive aggressive with to find a way to not tell you the real reason. Getting
the person you hate or when that person is around really nervous when trying to talk to you.
you just don’t give them time or day you just don’t Can make people not trust you. Can have people
care that they’re around.
not want to be youfriend.
Dislike, and despise of someone always looking
Sickness: Lying in bed all the time not having
down on them.
any energy. Blowing your nose everywhere trash
Depression: Sad and mopey thinking life is over can full of napkins.
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